DISCOVERY SERVICES

World-Class Service. Local Commitment.

DISCOVERY SERVICES
DTI offers the strength and resources of one of the largest
Independent providers of end-to-end litigation support
solutions – with the personal and local commitment of
production offices in major markets across the U.S.

Through our sophisticated National Technology Centers in Atlanta and Seattle,
combined with 27 local offices across the U.S., DTI provides an extensive suite of
solutions integrating professional services, workflow and technology to meet our
clients’ most demanding e-discovery needs.

END TO END SERVICES INCLUDE:
DATA PRESERVATION AND ACQUISITION
E-DISCOVERY PROCESSING
PAPER-BASED DISCOVERY
EARLY CASE ASSESSMENT
MANAGED DOCUMENT REVIEW
TECHNOLOGY ASSISTED REVIEW
BEST-OF-BREED REVIEW TOOLS
Leading law firms and corporate legal departments nationwide depend on DTI
for custom, comprehensive solutions to their most complex discovery challenges.
We leverage a unique collection of best-of-breed tools and technologies with
the expertise of skilled industry veterans to ensure the right solution is employed
for each project, every step of the way. DTI delivers high-quality and defensible
solutions that enable law firms and corporations to significantly reduce their costs.
Each project is assigned a project manager who is responsible for creating an
efficient workflow for the case team, keeping the project on schedule and budget,
and providing frequent client communication of project status.
DTI continually researches the newest advancements in discovery technology and
partners with leaders in the development of cutting edge tools to ensure our clients
have access to the best, most appropriate solutions for each unique project.

DATA PRESERVATION AND ACQUISITION

E-DISCOVERY PROCESSING

Many discovery projects begin with the need to forensically
preserve and collect data. DTI’s certified forensics examiners
follow our proven five-step methodical approach to the collection
of data in a sound and defensible manner.

At DTI’s National Technology Centers and local offices,
our experienced litigation support professionals and senior
technologists focus on the delivery of sophisticated solutions
to customers throughout the U.S. DTI employs a common
platform across all locations, cutting edge tools and
our proven, proprietary processes to perform superior
e-discovery processing.

From forensic imaging and data recovery to documentation
and chain of custody certification, every part of DTI’s process
is founded on proven, trial-accepted and defensible techniques.
We ensure the integrity of the investigation, avoiding shortcuts
and employing only field-tested methodologies.

EARLY CASE ASSESSMENT
Regulatory, compliance and litigation matters today routinely
include data collections once unimaginable in size and scope.
The earlier these collections can be pared to a manageable size,
the more time and money will be saved on processing and review.
DTI’s best-of-breed suite of technologies includes the industries
premier tools for data culling. We use the latest advancements
available to significantly reduce collections – without eliminating
any potentially relevant data.

PAPER-BASED DISCOVERY
End-to-end solutions means DTI has not abandoned the
traditional litigation support services still required in many
large, complex and sensitive matters today. Because paper
remains a very important element of every matter, DTI
continues to dedicate substantial resources to the critical
task of meeting paper management needs.

MANAGED DOCUMENT REVIEW
DTI offers legal staffing and attorneys for document review
projects on-site and within its own secure network of review
centers that are strategically located across the United States.
Services included in managed document review include
litigation review, antitrust review (HSR Second Requests)
and records remediation.

BEST-OF-BREED REVIEW TOOLS

TECHNOLOGY ASSISTED REVIEW

DTI provides a comprehensive suite of best-of-breed hosted
data review and repository solutions. These scalable,
easy-to-use applications provide for the review of meta-data,
full text, TIFF images and native files, and meet SOC 2 security
compliance standards. DTI partners with leading providers
of document review technology to offer innovative content
analysis and e-discovery software that allows teams to quickly
identify, review, and categorize relevant information from large
document collections.

DTI supports several technology assisted review workflows that,
when used properly, significantly reduce review time and cost
while simultaneously improving quality. Obtain the best results
by working with DTI’s skilled and experienced professionals who
understand how to strategically apply these tools to the specific
needs of your case.

Visit www.DTIglobal to discover why law firms
and corporate legal departments from coast to
coast depend on DTI’s national strength and local
service for end to end discovery needs.

www.DTIglobal.com

1.866.DTI.CORP
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